Supporting Actress Acceptance

16 February 2014

American Hustle – Jennifer Lawrence, accepted by David O. Russell

DAVID O. RUSSELL: Jennifer asked me to read – I am not going to read it, I am going to do it from memory. She said to thank everybody here and all of BAFTA, it is a huge honour for her and she is sorry she is working.

She wants to thank Annapurna, Megan Ellison, Sony, our producer and her co-stars, the actors who created this magnificent world with her, Christian Bale, Amy Adams, Bradley Cooper, Jeremy Renner, Robert De Niro, all of our cast and all of our producers and the writers, Eric Singer and me, and the director, David O. Russell, me.

It is just a great honour, here is to the great privilege of telling stories in our culture of the human soul and survival every day and heartbreak and romance and rebirth and music and life. Thank you very much. This is for Jennifer.